
MORE THAN 50 FREE-FLOW BEERS ON TAP
FOR BEER REPUBLIC BIRTHDAY BASH

Beer Republic’s Birthday Free-flow Bonanza with more than 50 free-flow beers on tap

Beer Republic is celebrating its 1st birthday on Saturday 15 December with the best free-flow
selection of tap beers ever seen in Thailand.

For an entry price of only Baht 1000 net, birthday revelers will be handed their own Beer Republic
Birthday Glass to fill up as many times as they wish from our free-flow list.

To keep you nourished, a chargrilled burger pop-up and our usual Beer Republic bites will be
available throughout the evening.

The birthday beer bash starts at 17.00 and runs through to 23.00 hours.

Tickets are available at Beer Republic, Beerreppublicbangkok.com or Event pop

For more information, please contact +66 (0) 2656 0080 or website: www.beerrepublicbangkok.com
e-mail: ihaveaquestion@beerrepublicbangkok.com

About Beer Republic

LOCATION:
Bedecked in all the subdued but ubiquitous majesty of 1920’s industrial chic, locals and visitor alike
are in for a treat. Centrally located just off of Chit Lom BTS, the heart of Bangkok’s luxe district, this
is the place to be seen.

LIBATIONS:
With a large selection of over 100 beers alone and a generous array of other beverages, we’re
clearly not holding back when it comes to satisfying your thirst. There is a fantastic array of beers
that it is certain anyone, from the rookie to the connoisseur, can definitely find something to hit that
sweet spot. If you know your Pale Ales from your Pilsners, Marzens from your Saisons, then come try
our selection, chat with our beerologist and hone your knowledge of craft beer.

THE FOOD:
Think perfectly executed comfort food, but kind to your wallet. Here, the best of locally sourced Thai
and European classics, are sure to impress. Michelin may have landed in Bangkok but good, honest
and more importantly delicious food reigns king! Ask for a beer and food pairing recommendation
and our staff will show you how good beer is when paired with a meal.

ATMOSPHERE:
With so much competition, it’s hard to find a place that you can visit again and again. Cue Beer
Republic. Think of us as your new local. So, whether you’re in for a quick sneaky one, a celebratory
catch-up with your mates, or a low-key date, we’ve got you covered. Staffed by beer enthusiasts,
you’re definitely in safe hands when it comes to our beer and food pairings.
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“The difference with Beer Republic is that we are affordable, but we’re not going to sacrifice on the
service or the quality. Our staff are knowledgeable and they have been training for several months
now on beer styles, how beer is made and how the change in ingredients can affect the style and the
aromas you get from the beer…we want to showcase those (beers) at Beer Republic in a lively and
social atmosphere, amongst good friends and with great food and beer.” – Daniel Thom, Beer Master
at Beer Republic.


